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° CLIENT RESULTS

“Novel is one of the most valuable firms I’ve 
ever partnered with.
 

They are wise, clever and strategic leaders who 
can be trusted.  Give them your challenging 
tasks, the ones that everyone else is struggling 
with, and they will get them done.” 

Jon Hinderliter
Director of Marketing and Communications at 
University College at Washington University in 
St. Louis

Personalized Content for 
Wash U’s Top Programs

We’ve seen outstanding 
results from the content 
marketing we’ve done with 
Novel and Alive.



BUSINESS SOLUTION°

The Opportunity
University College is the professional and continuing education 
division of the College of Arts & Sciences within Washington 
University in St. Louis. Faced with declining enrollment trends, 
University College needed to increase its brand awareness in 
the St. Louis region. 

University College had a lot of potential to help professionals 
and degree-seekers reach the next level of their careers with 
online programs, affordable tuition and flexibility to increase 
one’s education while continuing to live one’s life.

Novel was enlisted to increase the brand awareness of 
University College, help the school and its audience understand 
what makes it different from WashU and create advertising 
materials for the school’s individual programs. 

We help driven professionals get where they want to go.
Positioning

Stream-lined customer journey with personalized content for 
top programs. 

Approach



We created Maximize Your Potential – a campaign that 
tapped into some of the main feelings and desires of 
these professional audiences.

We know these professionals are determined, driven 
and passionate but many of them feel overwhelmed with 
their current responsibilities. We used that information 
to prioritize the messaging of what WashU’s University 
College offers that helps make education accessible—
online classes, easy application process, network of 
successful people, prestige of the Washington University 
brand, faculty who understands the demands of working 
students, scholarships and financial aid.

STEPPING INTO THE SHOES OF
PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS

Creating a Campaign
for WashU

“I feel stressed.”
     “I feel busy.”
           “I want more influence.” 



We facilitated an empathy-driven workshop where the 
stakeholders stepped into several persona’s shoes in 
order to think about what their lives look like and how 
they make decisions. 

We are skilled at creating psychological safety so that 
all team members contribute with problems, ideas and 
real-world examples.

We also make it playful and easy so creativity flows.

From there, we developed a content strategy that 
included photography, content calendars, sample copy 
for social media and email marketing and a customer 
journey with key content touchpoints. 

+ Authentic creative
+ Empathy-driven customer journey 
+ Cohesive storytelling

LEVERAGING OUR PUBLISHING ROOTS

Creating a Campaign
for WashU

WORKSHOP FACILITATION



Creating A Highly Customized
Customer Journey

Because University College is made up of myriad programs 
each aimed at its own distinct audience, a singular content 
strategy doesn’t apply. Instead, we created personalized 
content for each program at the school. Working with 
University College personnel, we identified the top-enrolling 
programs in the school and then did a deep dive to create 
customer journeys that reflect the lives and mind sets of 
each program’s potential students, from a Google search to 
applying, making sure each content touchpoint is speaking 
specifically to that student. 

IMPROVING CONVERSION

MEANINGFUL CONNECTIONS
+ Relevant messaging
+ Customized content
+ Real, authentic voice



Helping WashU’s University
College Get Where They 
Want To Go

Equipped with a clear picture of its audiences’ journeys, 
specific and empathetic messaging along the way and intuitive 
and influential imagery, University College’s “Maximize Your 
Potential” Campaign generated 750,000+ impressions. The 
campaign’s reach and influence continues to grow daily, as 
more and more potential students learn about the school’s top 
programs and embark on the customer journey that will help 
them get where they want to go.

MOVING THE NEEDLE

“The University College 
team is experienced and 

smart. They know what they 
want and we were excited 

to help them get there,” 

 —Elizabeth Tucker,
Lead Strategist, Novel 



+ Lead strategist with 20 years of marketing 
experience in retail, media and building
lifestyle brands.

+ Creative Director with 20 years of
culturally relevant storytelling experience.

OUR PROCESS°

What Makes Novel Unique

OUR TEAM

We understand how to build 
long-lasting legacy brands while 
utilizing the modern tools of 
digital marketing.

°

We understand how to create 
compelling campaigns that 
transform and grow brands.

°

+ Our agile process creates innovative marketing solutions that can scale up or down based on resources.

+ We work collaboratively with your team to create a compelling brand everyone believes in.

+ We create campaigns that deliver results and help you build a framework to make decisions and measure success.

OUR APPROACH

Our point of view is modern, culturally relevant and connected
to what today’s consumer wants from your brand.



OUR PROCESS°

LISTEN RESEARCH ANALYSIS REVIEW DESIGN & BUILD LAUNCH

The first step
is for us to learn
from you.

+ Establish
baselines
and KPI’s

We immerse ourselves 
in your brand.

+ Audiences

+ Competitors

+ Offerings

+ Unique position

+ Identify business 
opportunity

We dig into
the data.

+ SEO

+ Google Analytics

+ Social media
 engagement

+  Conversion

We share our
findings with you.

+ Present business 
opportunity 

+ Review what’s 
important to key 
audience personas

+ Confirm priority 
KPI’s 

It’s a collaborative
process.

+ Develop campaign 
concept and creative 
solutions

+ Create messaging 
content and copy 
across platforms

+ Create photo
and video assets

We coordinate your 
debut.

+ Digital campaign

+ Content calendars

+ Events

+ Advertising

+Marketing
 

+ PR

+ Website



Give us a call and let’s talk 
about your digital marketing
and content needs.

Elizabeth Tucker
Cofounder
314.452.2831
elizabeth@hownovel.co


